We introduce a hierarchical self assembly algorithm that produces the quasiperiodic patterns found in the Robinson tilings and suggest a practical implementation of this algorithm using DNA origami tiles. We modify the abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM), to include active signaling and glue activation in response to signals to coordinate the hierarchical assembly of Robinson patterns of arbitrary size from a small set of tiles according to the tile substitution algorithm that generates them. Enabling coordinated hierarchical assembly in the aTAM makes possible the efficient encoding of the recursive process of tile substitution.
Introduction: self assembly by tiles and molecules
The abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) is a useful mathematical abstraction of molecular self assembly that captures the essence of binding interactions while allowing one to reason about the algorithmic nature of the process (Wang 1961; Winfree 1998; Rothemund and Winfree 2000; Rothemund 2001; Adleman et al. 2002; Carbone and Seeman 2004; Soloveichik and Winfree 2007; Lathrop et al. 2008 ). In the standard aTAM, square tiles can bind at their edges via identical glues (Wang 1961) , complementary glues, or some other gluing mode (Winfree 1998; Rothemund 2001 ). Complementary glues suit many molecular interactions, in particular DNA binding interactions mediated by Watson-Crick base pairing. Self assembly begins with a nucleus, which might be a single tile or some contiguous finite assembly of tiles. A contiguous set of tiles bound to one another via the given matching rules may be referred to as a supertile, pattern, or assembly (Adleman et al. 2002; Rothemund 2001; Lafitte and Weiss 2008a) . Tile assembly occurs by random selection of tiles from the tile set followed by comparison to a randomly chosen site at the perimeter of the pattern. In the cooperative model (Winfree 1998) , if the sum of edge glue strengths meets or exceeds the threshold, the tile joins the pattern. This process models macromolecular assembly in aqueous solution where molecular incarnations of tiles move about in three dimensions, bump into one another at random, and bind together if it is energetically favorable to do so. The first molecular scale algorithmic self-assembly using DNA demonstrated clearly that correct tiles compete for their slots with partially-correct tiles, rather than only with incorrect tiles, as they do in periodic self-assembly (Mao et al. 2000) . During this random process tiles attach to the growing assembly nondeterministically, however, the emerging pattern may be considered deterministic if there is only one tile that can bind at each position in the pattern Soloveichik and Winfree 2007) .
A tile system (Soloveichik and Winfree 2007) , as described above, is capable of universal computation by simulating a Turing Machine (Robinson 1971) or one-dimensional cellular automata (Winfree 1998) . Tile computation may also be seen as a process that produces a pattern (Rothemund et al. 2004) or a shape (Rothemund and Winfree 2000; Soloveichik and Winfree 2007) as the output of a computation. Taking the latter point of view, the input to a tile computation is a tile or supertile and the output, if the computation halts, is a supertile (that is, a finite pattern or assembly of tiles) or a periodic tiling of the plane (Lafitte and Weiss 2008a) . A non-halting computation produces an infinite tiling of the plane or some infinite subset of the plane (Robinson 1971) . Because a supertile can behave like an individual tile, the supertiles output by a set of tile computations can serve as the input to another computation, or can form another tile system by simulating a tile set and seed tile(s) (Lafitte and Weiss 2008a, b) . This view of tile computation makes it clear that if the output of a tile system simulates the original tile computation, then the tile system is carrying out recursion.
One goal of algorithmic self assembly by tile computation is to produce arbitrary desired patterns as efficiently as possible, especially in terms of the number of different tiles needed. The efficiency of an assembly algorithm can be measured in several ways (Rothemund and Winfree 2000; Rothemund 2001; Soloveichik and Winfree 2007; Adleman 2000; Adleman et al. 2002; Cheng et al. 2004 ): by the number of different tile types needed, by the number of tile addition events that take place, by the depth of the assembly tree in hierarchical assembly (Chen and Doty 2011) , and by a combination of the number of tiles, glues, bins, and stages needed for a staged assembly process (Demaine et al. 2008) . As a step towards this goal, we target a set of aperiodic patterns from the Robinson tilings that are generated by a simple recursive algorithm of tile substitution, and provide a means for carrying out that algorithm as a tile assembly process in an enhanced aTAM. By adding capabilities to the aTAM that allow for the coordination of hierarchical assembly, the recursive algorithm that produces these patterns may be utilized to effect self assembly from a small tile set. While hierarchical assembly has been considered before (Carbone and Seeman 2004; Aggarwal et al. 2005; Demaine et al. 2008; Doty et al. 2009 Doty et al. , 2010 Chen and Doty 2011; Winfree 2006 ) along with other variants of staged assembly (Abel et al. 2010; Patitz and Summers 2010; Demaine et al. 2011) , we shall see here that it can be an incarnation of recursion, and as such its inclusion enhances the aTAM as a model of algorithmic assembly.
Hierarchical structure in Robinson and other quasiperiodic patterns
A Wang tile set (Wang 1961 ) is called 'aperiodic' if every tiling of the plane admitted by the matching rules is aperiodic (Grünbaum and Shephard 1987) . Some experimentation with the Robinson tile set ( Fig. 1) , should convince the reader that indeed only aperiodic tilings are possible, as described in Robinson (1971) . The pattern of Fig. 2 emerges everywhere in a Robinson tiling, except possibly at dislocations joining the four quadrants of the plane, if they exist. The proof that every tiling enforced by the matching rules of these tiles is aperiodic follows from the necessity of arranging the tiles such that larger and larger squares are defined by the patterns on the tiles (shown in gray in Fig. 2 ). The emerging patterns may be described as quasiperiodic (Durand 1999) , self-similar (Lafitte and Weiss 2008a) , or hierarchical (Lafitte and Weiss 2008a; Goodman-Strauss 1999) , and contain squares whose edges are defined by 2 n ? 1 tiles at the nth level in the hierarchy. Further experimentation with the tiles of Fig. 1 demonstrates that, within the Wang tiling system, it is easy to make errors by adding tiles at random according to the edge matching rules, creating untilable regions. However, arbitrarily large portions of a tiling can be assembled from the tiles by purposefully adding tiles in accordance with the a b Fig. 1 The Robinson aperiodic tiles. a This set of eight tiles (including reflections), plus all rotations can only tile the plane aperiodically (Robinson 1971) if shape complementarity and the matching rules of arrow heads meeting arrow tails at the edges of tiles are followed. b Geometric constraints can be eliminated in favor of parity markings that must line up at the edges between tiles, producing a set of 14 tiles plus their rotations that enforce aperiodic tiling of the plane (Robinson 1971) hierarchical pattern of larger and larger squares, a process that coordinates assembly across greater and greater distances as the pattern grows.
The matching rules of the original Robinson tiles were not designed with an assembly pathway in mind and they do not readily convert into an aTAM tile set that could direct deterministic assembly of the Robinson patterns. The Penrose tile set, another tile set that enforces aperiodicity (Penrose 1974) and has hierarchical structure (Penrose 1979) , is also subject to the creation of untileable regions during assembly (Senechal 1996) . This propensity for misassembly has been demonstrated experimentally (Rothemund 2000) . A similar argument for mistiling may be made for any Wang tile set that tiles the plane quasiperiodically (meaning that finite patterns appear regularly in the plane (Durand 1999) ), and whose matching rules exclude periodic tiling. Many such tiles sets are known (Frank 2008) . The Wang tiling system itself is concerned only with edge matching rules that enforce patterns, and is not formulated to model assembly processes as the aTAM is. While it may be possible to find efficient tile sets (Soloveichik and Winfree 2007) in the standard aTAM producing Robinson patterns, we suggest enhancements to the aTAM in the next section that allow coordination of hierarchical tile self assembly into arbitrarily large portions of these patterns in accord with their hierarchical structure.
The hierarchical structure of the Robinson and Penrose tilings is due to the substitution rules that generate them. A substitution rule replaces each tile in an assembly by a finite configuration of tiles from the tile set, producing a larger assembly that obeys the matching rules (Frank 2008; Grünbaum and Shephard 1987; Senechal 1996) . Substitution rules for the Robinson tiling are shown in Fig. 3 . Hierarchical assembly can follow some or all of the substitution rules for a given tiling, physically implementing the substitution rules that generate the tilings. Repeating the process with each supertile generates arbitrarily large portions of a tiling. In the next section, we present a hierarchical scheme that only utilizes the first substitution rule shown in Fig. 3 . Each level of assembly produces a square supertile that behaves at the next level like the supertile it substitutes for. This is what allows hierarchical assembly to embody recursion, and it is also important in the study of tiling as a computational process (Lafitte and Weiss 2008a) .
Though it is an algorithmic procedure on tiles, substitution is not directly included in the aTAM or its variants. Hierarchical assembly is a way to incorporate substitution rules into the aTAM in a physically meaningful way. However, hierarchical assembly must be coordinated somehow in the physical world. By comparison, the staged aTAM (Demaine et al. 2008) assumes the intervention of an outside operator who can separate complete assemblies and recombine them in stages. In the next section we present the means to incorporate the coordination of hierarchical assembly into the aTAM without outside intervention via a modest introduction of new capabilities. Modifications that can physically implement the recursive Fig. 2 Robinson 15-square. The Robinson tile set enforces patterns of squares of increasing size emphasized here in gray. The unbounded size of the square patterns in a tiling of the plane by the Robinson tile set proves that the tiling cannot be periodic. The parity tile set of Fig. 1b enforces the same patterns (Robinson 1971) Hierarchical self assembly of patterns 325 process of substitution enhance the aTAM as a model of algorithmic self assembly.
3 Hierarchical self assembly of patterns from the Robinson tilings in an enhanced Tile Assembly Model
We add two new tile capabilities to the aTAM: signaling and glue activation in response to signals. These modifications enable a hierarchical self assembly process that can implement tile substitution rules, demonstrated here by a tile set of four unique tiles in the modified aTAM that direct the hierarchical self assembly of arbitrarily large patterns from the Robinson tilings. While these modifications are being introduced as a means to coordinate hierarchical assembly, we note that they need not be considered in this context alone, nor are they required in order for hierarchical assembly to occur (Aggarwal et al. 2005) . A mathematical formulation of these added capabilities is presented at the end of this section. The hierarchical Robinson tile set, shown in Fig. 4 , contains fewer tiles than the original Robinson tile sets (compare to the 14 Robinson parity tiles and 8 geometrically constrained tiles in Fig. 1 ), owing to the capability of certain tiles to take on different identities after signals are sent across them. The signaling we describe obeys the following rules:
1. Signals must travel into a tile from a neighboring tile across the mutual interface between the tiles. 2. Signals must travel into a tile only after it is bound to its neighboring tile. Binding between tiles is mediated by edge glues alone. 3. Signals may propagate across a tile to any subset of its edges. 4. Upon reaching the edge of a tile, a signal may activate (or deactivate) an edge glue. That is, the response of any edge of a tile to a signal may be to change the identity and binding strength of the glue at that edge. Fig. 1 ), because in this case the two right tiles will gain their identity only after a certain stage of assembly is reached and signals are sent along rows containing these tiles. We shall refer to these four tiles in order as the Input Tile, the Decision Tile, the Highway Tile, and the Junction Tile. Compare to Fig. 1 to see the possible identities for the two rightmost tiles; the Highway Tile may become any of the tiles in the 3rd, 4th, or 5th columns in Fig. 1 , while the Junction Tile may become any tile in the 6th, 7th, or 8th columns. Edge glues are complementary, where an edge with arrow heads binds to an edge of like color with arrow tails that has the strength indicated by the color. We follow the cooperative tile model of computation whereby the overall temperature is 2, and a tile cannot bind a growing assembly unless the sum of its binding interactions meets or exceeds 2 (Winfree 1998) . The binding strengths are: red = 2, blue = 2, yellow = 3/4, green = 1/2. Pale colors (blue, yellow, and red on the multicolor edges and the blue edge of the Junction Tile), indicate that a binding site is not active yet and thus has strength 0. When activated, the site has the strength indicated by its color. In the multicolor site, only green is active with strength 1/2, and any of the other colors may become active, depending on the signal sent. 5. Upon reaching an edge of a tile that is already bound to a neighboring tile, the signal may be passed to the neighboring tile.
The idea of glue activation has been explored before (Majumder et al. 2008) in the context of promoting directional growth and error-resilience. Signaling and glue activation are defined here such that signals may propagate through assemblies and alter the binding properties of the exposed edges. After a signaling event, a finite assembly of tiles (or supertile), can adopt a new identity, whereupon it can take on the role of a single tile in the next level of hierarchical assembly. This makes it possible to coordinate hierarchical assembly and to carry out recursion in the modified aTAM, in particular, to follow substitution rules in tile assembly.
The hierarchical self assembly process
The hierarchy begins at level 0 with individual tiles. Level 1 assembly is detailed in Fig. 5 . Assembly begins with the Input Tile binding to the Junction Tile and sending a signal that propagates across the Junction Tile to activate its blue glue. Once the blue glue is active, the shell of the level 1 square readily assembles. The Input Tile is meant to be used up completely in level 1 assembly as it is the seed for a tile system where the tile set acting on the seed (or input) consists of the Decision, Junction, and Highway tiles. The square shell, still missing its central Decision Tile, remains symmetric with 4-fold rotational symmetry. In this cooperative assembly process, it is only after the square shape comes together to produce a binding site of overall strength 2 from four sides of strength 1/2 that the central Decision Tile can bind. Due to this step it is necessary for this twodimensional assembly to occur in a three-dimensional milieu containing the hierarchical tile set. The Decision Tile can bind in one of four orientations, determined randomly by the tile addition process. Thus, the orientation of the binding of this tile 'decides' on the orientation of the square. Once bound, the Decision Tile sends signals across all four of its faces that propagate to the edge of the square assembly to activate glues there. The final identity of the Junction Tile is determined by the signal that passes through it, and is indicated in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 by single arrows or double arrows to the left or right (compare to Fig. 1 ). Glue activation in the level 1 square makes this supertile ready to assemble at level 2, taking on the role that the Input Tile played in level 1 assembly.
The Highway Tile comes into play at the second level of assembly (Fig. 6 ). While the level 1 square plays the role of the Input Tile, the Junction Tile continues to act individually to bind to the level 1 squares and bring them together. The remaining gaps between level 1 squares are filled by the Highway Tiles. The orientation of the Highway and Junction Tiles is indicated in Fig. 1 by the light gray arrows. Cooperativity of binding is needed to orient these tiles to face outward from the center of the assembly. The addition of Highway Tiles begins at the edges of the Junction Tiles where binding strength is sufficient for tile addition and the green glue directs the Highway tiles to bind in the correct orientation. The Decision Tile binds only after the Highway Tiles have created a strength 2 binding site for it in the center of the level 2 assembly. At level 2, the signals from the Decision Tile travel through three tiles to the edge of the assembly. Again, the level 2 square is ready to take the role of the Input Tile in level 3 assembly. At each level of assembly, level n squares are joined together via a single Junction Tile at each interface, then Highway Tiles and the Decision Tile bind individually, so there is no need to scale the interaction strengths or change the temperature as the assemblies get larger. The result of n levels of assembly is a square 2 (n?1) -1 tiles on an edge, thus as a level n square assembles, each signal from the Decision Tile will travel along 2 n -1 tiles. The result of level 3 assembly is shown in Fig. 7 .
The first potential problem that could occur during assembly is ensuring that an assembly is complete before it can participate in another level of assembly. Since tiles add to the assembly at random, it is possible for a row of Highway Tiles to be one or more tiles short of reaching the edge of the assembly when the Decision Tile binds. The signal could reach the end of the shortened row of Highway Tiles and activate a glue interior to the intended edge of the square assembly (Fig. 8) . If a red glue is activated in this way it has enough strength to recruit a Junction Tile in a position where a Highway Tile is meant to go. To prevent this problem in the theoretical model, we propose two alternate solutions. In the first, a zero-strength glue marks the outside corner tiles in a square assembly, providing a cue that the edge of the assembly has been reached (Fig. 8) . This solution also utilizes zero-strength glues to pass the signal from the Decision Tile until it triggers the activation of red, blue or yellow glues at the edge of the assembly. An alternate solution, in a model that allows negative glue interactions, would be to add a negative binding interaction Reif et al. 2006 ) between a green arrow heads edge and a yellow arrow heads edge that would prevent the Junction Tile from binding in the interior of the square assembly. Separate zero-strength signal glues are not needed, as this would make the overall strength of binding the Junction Tile in the wrong place less than 2, so Assembly follows the same path as level 1 (Fig. 5) , except that level 1 squares now take the place of individual Input Tiles. At level 2 and beyond, formation of the square is followed by addition of Highway Tiles starting next to the Junction Tiles where the total binding strength is 2. The Highway Tiles must be in place in the interior of the assembly before the central Decision Tile can bind. Further, the rest of the tiles binding via yellow and green edges must be in place for the signal to reach the edge of the assembly and activate a glue. This provides a checkpoint for assembly at each level. The emerging pattern is highlighted in gray, as in Fig. 2 . In the interior of the square, the green glues at the arrow heads edge of the Highway Tiles are the only relevant glues, but at the edges of the square, the yellow, blue and red glues are the only relevant ones, even though the green glue is still active. Tile edges are colored to reflect the relevant glues only. (Color figure online) it could not bind. In practice, negative interactions could be the result of steric interference. With the addition of either the outside edge signals or the negative interaction, assembly remains deterministic within each level.
Encoded by just four unique tiles, this assembly process can make mistakes if assemblies from different levels of the hierarchy interact with one another. Misassembly may occur starting at level 2, and is depicted at level 3 in Fig. 9 . In general, misassembly occurs if a level n assembly incorporates an assembly of level n -2 or lower. However, an error of this kind does not propagate. If an assembly from a lower level binds, it cannot recruit Highway Tiles all the way to the center of the assembly. This prevents the central position from gaining the strength it needs to recruit the Decision Tile, and without the signals sent by the Decision Tile, the assembly cannot become part of the next level in the hierarchy. This type of misassembly can occur because the process is an approximation of staged assembly lacking the artificial outside intervention that only allows complete assemblies to move on in the staged aTAM (Demaine et al. 2008) . Synchronous assembly, in other words perfect staging, whereby each level Fig. 7 Level 3 assembly. Level 2 squares come together as did level 1 and individual tiles in level 2 and level 1 assembly, respectively. Only when four level 2 squares come together will all Highway Tiles plus the Decision Tile bind, allowing the signals to be sent and the level 3 square to be completed. The resulting pattern is the Robinson 15-square (see Fig. 2 ) Fig. 8 Edge signals. The Decision Tile may bind and send signals prior to completion of a square assembly. A zero-strength glue may be included on two sides of the Input Tile (shown by an asterisk at the corner) to indicate that it is at the edge of an assembly. This indicator glue is deactivated on both edges after either labeled edge becomes bound to another tile, thus it is maintained only at unbound corners of square assemblies where it serves to inform a Highway Tile that it is positioned at the edge of an assembly. The Highway Tile responds by activating the edge glue that was signaled by the Decision Tile, and signals the Input Tiles to deactivate the indicator glue. A model with negative glue strengths can disallow premature binding of the Junction Tile to an incomplete square assembly providing an alternative to this extra signaling step Hierarchical self assembly of patterns 329 of assembly is complete and all previous levels have been used up before the next level begins, results in the deterministic production of Robinson patterns of arbitrary size without any of the dead-end products just described. The approximation to perfect staging can be made arbitrarily close in more than one way. One is by including more glues. If, for example a different blue glue is used from one stage to the next, then those stages will not interact with one another. An infinite number of unique glues in place of blue would then separate stages perfectly. However, one can simply choose a finite number, m, of unique glues to use in place of blue, then cycle through their use at each stage of assembly. In that case, misassembly would only be possible if assemblies m stages apart interact, an event that occurs with diminishing probability as m increases.
In a different approximation of perfect staging, cycles of assembly during which the blue glue is inactivated temporarily on a global scale can provide time for assemblies at one level to reach completion. By splitting signals from the Decision Tile, it also appears possible to divide the strong interaction between red glues amongst two strengthone edges that are placed further apart at each level of assembly. Alternate solutions to the staging problem appear to alter the balance between the number of tiles and glues needed, the number and variety of signaling events, and the degree of global coordination or outside intervention required. The hierarchical assembly process described here reflects the recursive algorithm by which the Robinson tiles may be directed to assemble into an arbitrarily large pattern that obeys the matching rules of the tiles. From a computational point of view, the Input Tile may be seen as the input to a tile system composed of the other three tiles. The output of the computation performed by this tile system is the Robinson 3-square (Fig. 5) . The 3-square is then fed back into the tile system, still composed of the Highway Tile, Junction Tile, and Decision Tile which outputs the Robinson 7-square (Fig. 6) , which again serves as the input whose output is the 15-square (Fig. 7) , and so on. This is recursion in tile computation and theoretically may continue infinitely with this tile set to produce arbitrarily large patterns from the Robinson tilings. Perfectly staged assembly in this tile system is completely deterministic.
Mathematical formulation of signaling and glue activation
We formalize the addition of signaling and glue activation to the aTAM by adding a signal function k, to each tile. We describe the relevant details of the formulation, referring the reader to standard mathematical formalism of the aTAM (Rothemund and Winfree 2000) , as well as formalism of hierarchical assembly (Aggarwal et al. 2005; Chen and Doty 2011) . A tile type t, in the aTAM is a 4-tuple r N ; r E ; r S ; r W ð Þof edge glues (Rothemund and Winfree 2000) from the set edge glues R. In our enhanced version of the aTAM, a tile type t ¼ r N ; r E ; r S ; r W ; k ð Þ , includes the signal function, k, in addition to the four edge glues. If t N ; t E ; t S ; t W are the tile neighbors of t bound to the top, right, bottom, and left, respectively, then t N S ð Þ; t E W ð Þ; t S N ð Þ; t W E ð Þ are the edge glues of the neighboring tile edges that are in contact with t. If no tile is bound in a particular direction then it is treated as the empty tile, empty, with null glue, null, whose strength of interaction with all other glues is zero. The domain of the signal function, k, of tile type t includes the glues from the bound edges of the neighboring tiles as well as the glues of t itself, and the range is the set of glues at the edges of t, thus we write k :
to express the action of the signal function in activating or changing the glues of the tile t. This formulation is very general and allows one to express signal functions with more capabilities than we use in our construction, such as repeat signaling and tile detachment in response to signals. One may restrict signals to be sent only once by using proto-glues, that is, zerostrength glues that are deactivated by the signal function at the same time that the corresponding glue is activated. If the signal function cannot re-activate the proto-glue, then the signal can only be sent once. Fig. 9 Level 3 misassembly. During asynchronous assembly, there could be level 1 squares still present during level 3 assembly. If one binds in place of a level 2 square, it is not possible for the Highway Tiles to bind and reach the center of the growing square, thus the Decision Tile cannot bind and assembly is halted A glue function, c, determines the strength of the interaction between two edges depending on their edge glues (Aggarwal et al. 2005) . Following (Lafitte and Weiss 2008b) , a tile edge may have more than one glue associated with it. This is expressed as a Cartesian product of elements from R. The glue function, c, will give the sum of the pairwise interactions from the Cartesian product of edge glues on neighboring edges as the overall strength of the interaction. We let minus denote arrow tails, plus denote arrow heads, and g, b, y, and r denote green, blue, yellow, and red, respectively to denote the edge glues of the hierarchical Robinson tiles in Fig. 4 . Further, a subscript 0 is added to indicate that a glue is not active (that it is a proto-glue), and a subscript b, r, or y indicate that an edge glue is used to pass a signal to a neighboring tile, if that tile contains the appropriate signal function.
The hierarchical Robinson tiles as shown in Fig. 4 may be formally expressed as:
Additional signal glues may be present on the Input Tile if the edge-signaling scheme of Fig. 8 is used. The binding of the east edge of the Input Tile, t I , as it is oriented in Fig. 4 to the west edge of the Junction Tile, t J , causes a signal to be sent across the Junction Tile to activate the blue color on its east edge (the first signaling event shown in Fig. 5 ). We write this formally as k J : null; null; null; r þ ; g À ; b
where the result is that the east edge of the Junction Tile goes from inactive, b À 0 , to active, b -. Signals may pass through an assembly as follows. A signal function k modifies the edge of tile t causing the signal function k 0 of a neighboring tile t 0 to modify an edge of t 0 , causing the signal function k 00 to modify a neighbor t 00 , and so on through an assembly of connected tiles. This formalution introduces minor modifications to the standard aTAM and satisfies the rules for signaling given above.
DNA tiles for the hierarchical self assembly of patterns from the Robinson tilings
The capabilities of signaling and glue activation (referred to as ''binding site activation'' in the practical implementation), that we have added to the aTAM appear to be readily embodied using DNA. Here we present the design of four DNA tiles that can embody the four hierarchical Robinson tiles depicted in Fig. 4 . DNA origami (Rothemund 2006) tiles in the shape of a square cross that is about 100 nm on an edge are used as the basic structural unit (Fig. 10 ). This structure has been shown to produce good quality two dimensional arrays (Liu et al. 2011) . Functional DNA strands that can serve as the signaling and binding elements can be incorporated as extensions to the numerous staple strands of the origami. Edge binding between tiles is mediated by 12 DNA helices per edge meeting head on. The sequence space of the edges can be freed from the origami template sequence by moving the template strand back from the edge to create 16 base pair extensions to each edge helix, a modification of the tiles from (Liu et al. 2011) , allowing them to be designed as orthogonal binding sequences (sequences having no cross interference) (Choi et al. 2010 ) using available software (Seeman 1990; Zadeh et al. 2011; Birac et al. 2006) . With square tiles that are about 100 nm on an edge, we expect to obtain assemblies of size 300 nm, 700 nm, 1.5 lm, and 3.1 lm on an edge at levels 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the hierarchical assembly process described in the previous section, respectively. Thus, assemblies composed of these tiles have patterns that transition from the nanoscale of the origami tile to the microscale. Fig. 10 The DNA origami template for the hierarchical Robinson tiles. The DNA origami cross is about 100 nm across and has 12 DNA helices at each edge, grouped in 6 pairs, each ending in a variable number of base pairs whose sequence is independent of the origami template strand sequence. Origami template DNA is shown in iron gray, independent sequences are red, and staple strands are shown in other colors. Staple strands can be extended to provide the functional DNA strands of each tile. Additionally, some helices are lengthened and others shortened to provide shape complementarity to the arrow heads and arrow tails edges, and to provide steric hindrance to the binding between two edges containing arrow heads. These DNA tiles without the edge modifications have been shown to assemble into high quality two-dimensional arrays (Liu et al. 2011 ). This image was generated using Nanoengineer-1 (Nanorex Inc. 2008) and Pymol (Schrödinger, LLC 2010) . (Color figure online)
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We have chosen a gain of 16 base pairs at an edge to be equivalent to the strength 2 glue of the model, making the gain of 6 and 4 base pairs equivalent to the strength 3/4, and 1/2 glues respectively. Furthermore, the base pairing interactions along an edge are divided between two separate helices with 3 0 or 5 0 overhangs of 8, 3, or 2 bases respectively for edges with strength 2, 3/4, or 1/2 glues. Orthogonal sequences should be used for the different colors depicted in Fig. 4 , and the position and separation between the helices carrying the binding strands can be varied to distinguish further the binding interfaces. The first and fourth nucleotide pairs of DNA helices will be extended by six base pairs at edges corresponding to arrow heads, and the 3rd and 6th pairs of DNA helices will be recessed by six base pairs at edges corresponding to arrow tails, creating geometric complementarity and creating a steric hindrance that acts as the negative interaction described in the previous section to prevent the binding of a wrongly placed Junction Tile to an incomplete square assembly. We have chosen to implement the negative glue strength solution here, rather than the extra signaling pathway described in the previous section, due to the relative ease of physically implementing steric hindrance versus adding another signaling pathway. Overlaps of two and three bases have been shown to be weak enough to allow crystallization to occur (Zheng et al. 2009 ), demonstrating that cooperative, reversible associations mediated by multiple short DNA strand overlaps may promote proper self assembly. In the absence of any base pairs between adjacent helices on separate tiles, there may nevertheless be a favorable base stacking interaction (Wang et al. 2010) .
Binding mechanisms are shown in Fig. 11 . The basic binding interaction between tile edges is mediated by single-stranded overlaps as shown in Fig. 11a . The number of bases in the overlap between tiles is determined by the desired binding strength of the interaction as described above, and could be tuned in a laboratory setting, along with temperature, to optimize proper assembly. Toehold-mediated exchange mechanisms (Yurke et al. 2000; Turberfield et al. 2003; Seelig et al. 2006a, b; Zhang et al. 2007; Omabegho et al. 2009; Qian and Winfree 2009 ) provide the means to suppress globally a specific binding site by altering the concentration of a small single strand of DNA (Fig. 11b) that blocks the binding site. The mechanism of Fig. 11b utilizes the seesaw gate motif (Qian and Winfree 2009 ) to produce a reversible binding site that can be driven towards or away from inter-tile associations by adjusting the concentrations of the two competing strands. With a second strand the edge of a tile can be locked into a non-binding configuration, which might be used to produce cycles of assembly that are controlled globally by adjustments to the concentration of the competing DNA strands in solution. As discussed in the previous section, controlled cycles of assembly could help prevent the misassembly products of Fig. 9 from forming by allowing time for assemblies to be completed, thus promoting a close approximation to perfect staging at each level.
The signaling across and between tiles can be accomplished with a combination of seesaw mechanisms (Qian and Winfree 2009 ) and transducers (Seelig et al. 2006a) composed from DNA strands that are tethered to the DNA origami tiles. Elements of the Decision Tile signaling pathways are shown in Fig. 12 . In any practical implementation, signals must have the following properties and capabilities:
1. Signals must be robust enough to travel over increasing distances in growing assemblies. a b Fig. 11 Schematic of DNA-mediated binding between tiles. a Binding sites consist of complementary single-stranded extensions of 8, 3, or 2 bases at the ends of DNA helices on the edge of a tile. Extensions may be 5 0 or 3 0 , with 3 0 extensions shown. Letters identify short DNA sequences and * denotes the complementary sequence. Arrows indicate the 3 0 end of the DNA strand. b A variant of the seesaw gate (Qian and Winfree 2009 ) can be used to modulate the strength of a binding site. One of the two competing strands that is free in solution has a toehold (y), allowing it to disrupt binding between tiles. The second strand can displace this first one, again using a toehold (x), to prevent further interaction between the two tiles. By altering concentrations of the two free strands, one could disrupt binding and cycle between the on and off states of a binding site, making binding reversible, as well as synchronizing each level of hierarchical assembly. Strands have toeholds (R1 and R2), that can be used to regulate their concentrations in solution 2. Signals must in some cases output a sequence different from the input sequence. 3. Signaling must not cause binding between tiles, but must instead be transmitted from one tile to an adjacent tile only after binding has occurred.
In our proposed DNA implementation, it is also true that:
4. A particular signal may only be sent once across a given tile.
The first property is accomplished by making the transducer cascade across an individual tile energetically favorable and directional by the gain of base pairs at each step of the cascade, lacking toeholds to assist in the reversal of strand binding during the cascade (Dirks and Pierce 2004) . The drawback of this approach is that due to the metastability of the signal pathway, some spurious triggering of the cascade could occur, seen in bulk experiments as a minor component attributed to leakage from the metastable state (Choi et al. 2010) , as when a middle domino is accidentally tipped over in the middle of row of dominoes. To offset this possibility, the two separate helices of each binding site are triggered by separate and independent cascades, so that if one is spuriously activated, the binding site will not reach full strength unless the second one is also activated. The second requirement for signaling is achieved automatically by the use of the transducer mechanism. The third item can be accomplished through careful use of seesaw-like pathways. These energetically neutral pathways (Fig. 12) can make signal strands available in a reversible fashion. Until an energetically favorable transducer cascade is triggered, the activating strand may be released by a backward swing of the seesaw strand exchanges. Thus, the delay caused by sending the signal through a neutral seesaw pathway prevents the activation strand from causing binding; if a tile is not bound at its edge, the activation strand does not permanently attach a tile to another tile unless the transducer cascade is triggered. A buffer of a few seesaws between the activation strand and the transducer pathway reduces this likelihood.
The important signaling events from the Decision Tile to the edge of an assembly are shown in Fig. 12 , the signaling across the Junction Tile is shown in Fig. 13 , and the layout of signaling elements on each of the four hierarchical Robinson tiles is shown schematically in Fig. 14 . The Input Tile contains fixed, active binding sites only. The assembly process begins as described in Sect. 3, with the Input Tile binding to the Junction Tile via the red binding site. This binding event displaces a strand that propagates down a neutral seesaw/transducer pathway to the transducer cascade that carries the signal across the tile, where it activates the blue binding site (Fig. 13) . This signal is activated by the release of an activation strand on the Junction Tile upon binding at the red edge. The signal crosses other signal paths without interference due to the orthogonal sequences of the activation strand and the transducer elements. Once the blue binding site is active on the Junction Tile, assembly will proceed as described in Sect. 3. The downhill transducer pathways that cross the middle of the Junction Tile and the Highway Tile are composed of tethered elements with DNA tethers long enough to reach the next element in the cascade (Omabegho et al. 2009 ), but short enough to be expected not to interact with elements on neighboring tiles.
The next and final signaling event that completes a given level of assembly occurs after the Decision Tile binds to the center of the assembly. This signaling cascade, some of whose details appear in Fig. 12 , begins with the Decision Tile binding to four Highway Tiles in the middle of an assembly. Ideally, an AND gate would trigger the release of Decision Tile signals after all its edges are bound, so as to comply with requirement 3 above. In practice, it is easier to have an adjacent Highway Tile trigger the release of one of the two signals that correspond to one color from the adjacent edge. Thus, the Decision Tile must be bound on three sides in order to send one complete signal from the adjacent side. This should suffice for practical purposes. As described above, the activation is accomplished through a neutral seesaw pathway (Fig. 12) . The signal is sent to an adjacent Highway Tile when the transducer loop is opened and binds to the corresponding transducer loop on the Highway Tile. The transduction continues across the Highway Tile and across the ''highway'' pathway on the Junction Tile to the Highway Tile at the edge of the assembly where one of the three binding sites, red, blue, or yellow is activated, depending on the signal received. During the propagation of the signal from the Decision Tile to the edge of the assembly, whenever the signal reaches the edge of a Highway Tile, it must continue to propagate if another Highway Tile is bound to the other side, but must activate a binding site if the Highway Tile is at the edge of the assembly (see Fig. 12 and discussion in the previous section). These alternative pathways are connected to each other on each Highway Tile by a neutral seesaw path. If there is another Highway Tile adjacent, then the last transducer loop opens and the strand it releases may bind to the first transducer loop on the adjacent tile. However, the released strand (which is still tethered, as are all strands in the signal pathways), may alternatively bind the first helix in the seesaw, displacing strands until the binding site is exposed. If a Highway Tile is adjacent, this path will not be productive and will eventually reverse to release the signal strand again, allowing the signal to continue to the next tile. If the Highway Tile is at the edge Hierarchical self assembly of patterns 333 of the assembly however, then the binding site may bind to a Junction Tile when it is exposed by the seesaw, and when it is freed from any blocking strands used to synchronize assembly (Fig. 11) . As outlined above, DNA origami tiles can be constructed with the necessary structural properties and placement of functional DNA strands to embody the signaling and binding properties needed for the hierarchical self assembly of Robinson patterns described in the previous section. All components and signaling mechanisms suggested here exist in the literature, having been tested experimentally in some form. Other possibilities for signaling, not explored here in detail, would be the use of autonomous DNA walkers and spiders (Omabegho et al. 2009; Lund et al. 2010; Wickham et al. 2011; Yin et al. 2008) to carry a signal strand across a tile, or from one tile edge into a neighboring tile. The need for robust signaling motivates the continued development of reliable signaling a c b d e Fig. 12 Decision Tile signaling pathway. Some labeled sequences are divided into smaller lengths as indicated by subscripts. a Activation through a neutral signal pathway (cyan strands), at the beginning prevents the activation strand (gold), from causing tile binding. b The last step of the activation pathway opens the first transducer loop (magenta). c The central downhill transducer cascade (magenta strands), is made energetically favorable by the gain of four base pairs at each step. Another neutral pathway (blue strands), transmits the signal to the binding site (blue strands at the edge of the tile), to activate it by removing a protecting strand. d After the last transducer loop has opened, the signal may be transmitted to a neighboring tile, allowing the transmission of signals to the edge of an assembly. e The last transducer strand can instead activate the binding site through a neutral pathway. If the tile is at the edge of an assembly, this makes the edge active and ready for the next level of assembly. Otherwise, the neutral pathway will be able to reverse and release the transducer strand, giving it another chance to pass the signal to a neighboring tile. (Color figure online) mechanisms using DNA strands and structures. The DNA origami tiles have enough space and available staple strands to be decorated with additional DNA extensions that could aid in identifying tile type and orientation using atomic force microscopy (Liu et al. 1999) .
Discussion
Hierarchical assembly can be a physical incarnation of the recursive process of tile substitution, and is an algorithm for tile self assembly that enables the efficient production of patterns from the Robinson tilings. Signaling and glue activation in response to signals make coordination of hierarchical self assembly possible in the aTAM and can be added by minimal modifications to the formal model. It appears possible to implement these new capabilities using published DNA mechanisms and structures, as demonstrated here by the design of DNA origami tiles that appear capable of self-assembling into arbitrarily large portions of a Robinson tiling through an active assembly process involving signaling and glue activation via DNA strand exchange mechanisms. The process of signaling and of responding to signals by altering binding properties is a familiar one in the realm of molecular biology, hence the properties we have added to the aTAM further enhance its utility in modeling physical assembly processes in addition to making it possible to carry out recursion in the form of hierarchical assembly.
Patterns that are generated by substitution rules include quasicrystalline arrangements such as the Robinson and Penrose tilings. A general hierarchical assembly scheme could implement a different tile substitution rule at each level, rather than the same rule at each level as in the generation of the Robinson patterns. This may aid in the production of arbitrary patterns containing various types of hierarchical structure. Binding site deactivation may enhance other assembly pathways not explored here, such as the process of 'carving' described in Spicher et al. (2006) . The extensive hierarchical structure within living organisms suggests the potential utility of this general approach to self assembly.
Many mechanisms for nucleic acid assembly, computation, and function are now known. We have presented here a general scheme and a specific example on how to merge these mechanisms to generate coordinated active self assembly of large patterns that are not periodic. This modification to the aTAM makes it a better model of physical assembly processes carried out by molecules, while at the same time retaining its elegance as a mathematical model and opens the door to the direct inclusion of recursion in self assembly. a b This arrangement means that two of the three other edges must be bound before a given edge of the Decision Tile can send its signal. This setup is much easier to implement than the 4-way AND gate that the logic of the tile system being implemented would nominally demand. This adjacent neighbor AND gate should suffice for practical purposes. Although there are only two unique activation strands, seesaw pathways (S) on the Decision Tiles are kept orthogonal by using orthogonal toeholds. c Three different signals can propagate along the Highway Tile, ending in binding site activation as indicated by two-way arrows, or in the propagation of the signal directly from the last transducer (T) to the first transducer of a neighboring tile. d The Junction Tile contains signaling pathways that cross one another. From left to right this tile has the same pathways as the Highway Tile. From bottom to top is the pathway for an red binding interaction to activate the blue binding site on the top. The orthogonality of this pathway is indicated by coloring the junction signal purple. (Color figure online) 
